Equipped and trained to service, support or repair parts and equipment. Nationwide, we’ve got you covered.

**WHO WE ARE**

H&N Wind, a Timken brand, utilizes a team of highly trained technicians who perform on-site wind generator repair, parts supply/replacement and large corrective work with the goal of giving turbines and facility owners MORE UPTIME. In addition to our on-site team, we have two motor shop locations for in-house motor repair work and a parts warehouse for replacement parts. We understand that time is money, which is why maximizing your wind turbine performance is our mission. We strive to get the job done quickly and correctly the first time.

**WHAT WE DO**

In an industry where new problems and technologies arise every day, H&N Wind offers a menu of services which changes to meet the needs of our customers. We are the company you can call 24/7 to resolve issues and prevent further problems. Whether you need up tower or down tower service, oil changes, or emergency part replacement, our full service menu enforces our main objective of keeping you up and running. From large corrective jobs to small repairs, our expert staff has the ability to provide you with smart solutions to your wind energy needs.
SERVICE SOLUTIONS

Dependable Nationwide Service
H&N Wind strives to keep America’s wind farms running with as minimal downtime as possible. We perform up tower wind generator and gearbox services with an inventory of carbon brushes and a full supply of replacement parts. Our service offerings include:

- Up Tower Generator Bearing Service
- Large Correctives (large component install/removal)
- High Speed and Intermediate Gearbox Repair
- Factory Repairs
- Turbine Oil Changes
- Gearbox Borescoping
- Certified Supplemental Labor
- Part Replacement Supply
- In-Shop Generator Reconditioning/Rewinds
- Main Bearing Preventative Maintenance Services
- Condition Monitoring

Leader in Large Correctives
Owners, OEM’s and operators of wind facilities are often faced with the need for a preventative and corrective maintenance strategy. H&N Wind performs an array of large correctives that includes repair, replacement and retrofitting of all key wind turbine components to minimize the effect of breakdowns or failures. Our highly trained and experienced technicians can perform any and all large correctives. Our unique partnerships and service departments allow for the capability to perform your exchange safely, efficiently and cost-effectively.

Advanced Oil Change Technology System
H&N Wind offers a unique up tower oil changing service. With our four-part contained system, we travel to the tower with heated oil, drain, flush, rinse and fill with new oil all controlled from our state-of-the-art oil change service trucks. The system is outfitted to safely and quickly remove and replace oils. Benefits include 100% oil containment, temperature and pressure monitoring, wireless touch-screen control and valve interlocking which eliminates cross contamination of fluids.
ABOUT H&N WIND

H&N Wind, a division of Wazee, is a member of The Timken Company. The Timken Company is a global industrial technology leader specializing in the engineering, manufacturing and marketing of mechanical components and high-performance steel. Timken’s bearings, engineered-steel bars and tubes – as well as transmissions, gearboxes, chain and related products and services – support diversified markets worldwide.

Wazee is a Total Industrials Service Company that provides electrical and mechanical solutions to aerospace, manufacturing, municipalities, mining, agricultural, power generation, oil and gas and other heavy industrial customers through our three service divisions: Electric, Crane, and Wind.